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Abstract
HP’s Global Workload Manager (gWLM) can help you isolate, manage, and prioritize SAP 
workloads that have variable resource needs. This paper demonstrates various management 
techniques. In particular, it: 

• Illustrates general gWLM workload separation and management techniques 
• Demonstrates example uses of gWLM with SAP workloads at the SAP system, instance, and process 

levels 
• Explores using the Application Discovery feature of Virtualization Manager (another VSE 

component) to view and place SAP processes
• Suggests how to use other VSE tools with SAP

For customers new to workload management, the paper demonstrates the ease of implementing a few 
prime use cases where using gWLM with SAP can provide quick benefits. For customers already 
using HP-UX Workload Manager with SAP, the paper illustrates how the newer gWLM tool can 
provide similar or improved functionality in familiar use cases. 

Goal
After completing the integration, you will be able to use gWLM to actively manage and monitor an 
SAP workload. Using gWLM, you will be able to move CPU resources to or from the workload as 
needed to maintain acceptable performance, while also using less net CPU resources over time than 
an unmanaged workload would. This is a net win for you as the unused CPU resources can then be 
used for other computing tasks when the SAP workloads do not require them. 

Target Audience
The discussion of use cases and management techniques should be accessible to most technical 
professionals with some UNIX background. The detailed information on applying changes to various 
configuration files may require previous knowledge of SAP and its associated terminology and 
administrative tools.

Terms
There are several specialized terms used in the examples below that may not be known by SAP 
administrators. These terms are:

• TiCAP 
Temporary Instant Capacity (TiCAP) is a feature of the HP Instant Capacity product. With TiCAP, 
you can activate and deactivate Instant Capacity cores on your system as needed, in a temporary 
“calling-card fashion.” With TiCAP on the system, any number of Instant Capacity cores can be 
activated as long as there is a positive balance of temporary capacity. 

• Shared Resource Domain (SRD) 
A collection of compartments that share system resources. The compartments can be npars, vpars, 
virtual machines, psets, or fss groups. 

Consult VSE documentation at http://docs.hp.com/en/vse.html for a more complete list of terms and 
their definitions. 
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Requirements for each example
The paper covers several different example use cases, from simple to more complex. The more 
complex use cases have more tool requirements, as shown in the following table. Also included in the 
table for your reference are the versions used on the test systems during the development of this 
paper. 

Use case demonstrated Required management components Versions demonstrated 

Example 1: SAP instances or 
systems in partitions 

gWLM VSEMgmt 3.0.1 (includes gWLM 3.0.1)

Example 2: SAP separating one 
instance vs. other work by user 

gWLM VSEMgmt 3.0.1 (includes gWLM 3.0.1) 

Example 3: Controlling SAP 
resources during Serviceguard 
failovers 

gWLM, Serviceguard (SG), 
Serviceguard Extensions for SAP 
(SGeSAP) 

VSEMgmt 3.0.1 (includes gWLM 3.0.1), 
Serviceguard 11.18, SGeSAP 4.51 

Example 4: SAP separating batch 
and dialog processes 

gWLM, WLMTK (wlmsapmap), 
Serviceguard Extensions for SAP 
(SGeSAP) 

VSEMgmt 3.0.1 (includes gWLM 3.0.1), 
WLMToolkits A.01.10.01, SGeSAP 
4.51 

We’ll now discuss each demonstration use case in detail, describing the goals, prerequisites, and 
then walk through the set up of the use case on an example system. After showing the walk through, 
we’ll suggest some additions or variations that might more closely match other customer situations. 

Common Prerequisites
You need gWLM 3.0.1 or later, which is part of VSE Management Software (VSEMgmt). Also, you 
need any prerequisites, such as HP Systems Insight Manager (SIM), properly installed and configured.

For all of these examples, it is assumed that you have:

• Completed the setup of VSEMgmt, including gWLM, according to the VSE Management Software 
Installation and Update Guide

• Discovered the target systems that host SAP and deployed the required VSE agents to them 
• Run vseassist against those new systems and corrected any errors or warnings it reported 

All of the gWLM policies shown use CPU utilization (e.g. using two cores of an allocated four cores is 
a 50% CPU utilization) as their measurement of workload CPU resource need or appetite. No extra 
external metrics like response time, dialog steps, or queue depth are used, so there are no external 
data collectors required. 

Example 1: SAP instances or systems in partitions
The first example shows gWLM flexing virtual partitions (vpars), each with one or more SAP instances 
in them. gWLM manages the vpar as a single workload, and the whole vpar’s CPU utilization is 
considered when gWLM computes and applies the next intervals’ resource allocation. Because the 
workload being flexed is the entire vpar OS instance, this example gives OS isolation to the SAP 
instance within the vpar. 

You can perform this example with nPartitions that share a hardware frame and unallocated ICAP 
cores, or virtual machines within the same HP Integrity VM Host. In each case, the HP-UX OS instance 
is the workload, and the gWLM policies are applied to these OS workloads just like in the vpar 
example.
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Prerequisites
All of the steps in this example use basic features included in VSEMgmt and gWLM, so there are no 
other prerequisites. 

Walkthrough
In this first screen, Virtualization Manager is showing the two target vpars, cutst125 and cutst128. 
We’ve checked the box for the npar surrounding the two vpars to indicate we want to form an SRD 
with all the vpars in that npar, and have them collectively share resources. (Alternatively we could 
have selected the boxes next to the two vpars, giving the same result in this case). 
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Creating the SRD
We then select in the VSE menu bar Create->Shared Resource Domain and enter step 1 of the 
SRD creation wizard with the vpars selected. Click Next to continue.

In step 2, leave the default SRD name and interval but change the mode from Advisory to 
Managed. Then click Next.

The next screen, wizard step 3 of 4, lists the default compartment types as workloads (vpars). We 
have 8 cores on our example system. We would like to have these split 4 and 4 if both instances are 
busy, so we choose the off-the-shelf policy Owns_4-Max_8 for each vpar. If you want different 
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min/own/max values, select New... in the policy selection; and you will step aside to a dialog box 
allowing you to create a new policy, and then return to this screen to apply it to your workload. 

Select a policy for each vpar, then select Next and then Finish. We get a warning that neither vpar 
can achieve its policy max of 8, as each vpar must get at least one core, leaving a max of only seven 
cores for the other vpar. That is okay, so we ignore this warning. If the vpar has more bound cores 
than just the single core, then its compartment minimum will be higher, its ability to lend lower, and 
the neighbor will be able to borrow less. 

Monitoring
After applying the policies, we now have a running SRD with two vpar workloads, and we are left in 
the SRD tab of the GUI viewing a screen like the following one that shows the workload allocations. 
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Chances are the two vpars are fairly idle like the example screenshot, and because neither is busy, 
the vpars each have their own value of 4 cores. To see lending and borrowing of CPU resources, 
force some activity onto one of the virtual partitions, for example cutst128.

In this next screenshot, you see the SRD view again, but cutst128 has borrowed cores from cutst125. 

To see the cutst128 workload’s behavior in real time, we select its bar graph in the CPU Utilization 
column (or select the workload and then Report->gWLM Real-time Reports…). The next 
screenshot shows such a graph shortly after cutst128’s appetite, and then its allocation, ramped up.

In a similar fashion, you can stress the SAP instances in one of your vpars and watch gWLM move 
any unused cores to that vpar, and then return them when the workload demand decreases again. 
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That completes the first use case example. The vpars containing the SAP instances are now under 
gWLM control and the Owns_4-Max_8 policies are in effect. 

Ideas for extending this use case
You may wish to configure gWLM events to notify you of resource shortfalls and pass those along to 
Openview. For information on generating events, select in the VSE menu bar Tools->Global 
Workload Manager->Events. For information on handling and communicating events to other 
systems, select in the HP SIM menu bar Options->Events. 

If the split of four cores each is not what you desire, select in the VSE menu bar Policies->Create 
New Policy, and create a new pair of policies with different owned values, like 5 and 3. Make sure 
the owned values’ sum is equal to (or less than) the SRD size; otherwise, gWLM will not allow you to 
deploy it. 

Example 2: SAP separating instance vs. other work by user
In this example, we separate a single system running two types of work, an SAP instance and another 
application, into two separate groups based on the UNIX user ID by which they are run. 

Prerequisites
All of the steps in this example use features included in VSEMgmt and gWLM, so there are no other 
prerequisites to install. 

Because we will be separating running processes into separate workloads within a single OS image, 
you may wish to familiarize yourself with a /usr/bin/ps -ef listing on your target system so you 
are aware of the UNIX user uid and executable names of your SAP instance processes. 

Walkthrough
For this example, our target system cutst128 is running an SAP instance, C03, and some other 
processes as well. The SAP instance C03 is run by UNIX user c03adm. We wish to isolate that 
instance’s resources from other work going on but allow it to borrow other resources if need be. We 
will leave the other jobs running in the default gWLM OTHER workload, and give it some reserved 
resources too. 
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Creating the SRD
First, on the System tab, select the vpar cutst128. Then select in the VSE menu bar Create->Shared 
Resource Domain. (Starting with gWLM 4.0, the System tab is known as the Visualization tab.)

We are then placed in the SRD creation wizard. We deselect the box Automatically join with 
any compatible SRDs, and then move on to step 2. 
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In step 2, we rename the SRD slightly from the default to cutst128.sap.vs.other.srd and we change the 
mode from Advisory to Managed. 

In step 3 (not shown), we switch ‘Compartment Type’ from the original vpar to fss. You could 
choose pset here instead if you wish to assign whole cores to the workloads instead. We also use 
the Add button to add a second fss group. If the system gets very busy, we’d like to split the 8 cores
evenly between the workloads, so we use the gWLM-provided policy Owns_4-Max_8. In the 
Workload drop-down for the second fss group, select New... and create a workload definition as 
shown in the next figure.
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This definition places all the processes run by user c03adm into the workload we created and named 
c03.sap.instance. 

When we click OK, we’re returned to step 3 of the SRD creation wizard.

Click OK again, and in step 4 confirm the sizes and click OK. You may receive a warning about 
compartment and policy max values not matching. You can ignore this, as our gWLM-provided policy 
has a max 8, but we cannot achieve quite that amount while reserving 0.05 cores for the default fss 
workload. 

You’ve successfully created the SRD and are now placed in a screen that monitors the SRD resources. 

Confirming process placement
To confirm that the correct processes are now being placed within the workload, use the ps
command to list all the processes in the workload: 

root@cutst128:/tmp ps -fR c03.sap.instance
UID   PID  PPID  C    STIME TTY       TIME COMMAND

c03adm 28090 28059  0 22:31:59 ?         0:00 se.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 -F 
pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst128
c03adm 28095 28088  0 22:32:03 ?         0:05 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst128
c03adm 28094 28088  0 22:32:03 ?         0:00 icman -attach 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst128
c03adm 28019     1  2 22:31:52 ?         0:20 

/usr/sap/C03/SYS/exe/run/saposcol
c03adm 28088 28059  0 22:31:59 ?         0:01 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst128
c03adm 28106 28088  0 22:32:04 ?         0:00 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst128
...

Monitoring during stress
Force activity on the instance or on the other system workload to see the allocations change. The next 
figure shows the SRD when the SAP instance is busy, but the cutst128.OTHER workload is not. The 
activity results in a request of 1.6 cores beyond the 4 owned cores for the SAP instance. The request 
is not fully met in that the c03.sap.instance workload gets 5.45 instead of 5.6 cores. The 
cutst128.OTHER workload keeps 2.55 cores.
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You can view the individual workload allocation and consumption in real time by clicking the CPU 
Utilization bar graphs next to the workload names. 

Ideas for extending this use case
This example separated a single SAP instance from other work. If you have multiple instances or 
systems running, you could simply create more workloads, and assign one or more instances to the 
workloads. If you do that across the same total CPU resource pool (our system has 8 in this example), 
make sure the owned values of the assigned policies sum to 8, because owned cores must be granted 
to the owning workloads when requested, and the system cannot grant more than 8 cores.

Example 3: Controlling SAP resources during Serviceguard 
failovers
In this example, we illustrate gWLM controlling the resources on a failover server that is the secondary 
cluster node for package DBCI_IA, which contains SAP instance C03. (Note that most customers 
would use a package name of dbci03 or C03pkg here rather than the name DBCI_IA which was 
chosen by this particular system administrator). We’ll again use the system cutst128 to illustrate. We 
imagine that the system has two uses: It hosts development and test users’ processes in workload 
cutst128.OTHER, and serves as a secondary node for Serviceguard package DBCI_IA, hosting the 
SAP instance when it is failed over. When that failover happens, we want to reserve 7 of our 8 cores
for the Serviceguard package. 

Figure 1 shows the workload, package, and allocations when the SAP Serviceguard package is 
present on cutst125, not cutst128. 

Figure 1: Package on cutst125 
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Figure 2 shows the workload and policy setup when the package has failed over to cutst128.

Figure 2: Package on cutst128 

Prerequisites
As with the previous example, we will use only gWLM built-in features for process placement in this 
example. However, we’ll also illustrate gWLM adapting to Serviceguard failovers of packages, so 
you will need Serviceguard and Serviceguard Extensions for SAP installed and configured. 

We’d like our failover host, cutst128 in this example, to give 7 of its 8 cores to normal development 
work; during failover though, it should give just one to development, and 7 to the SAP instance that 
has failed over. The development work is left in the default fss group OTHER. The table below shows 
what resources a workload gets depending on whether the DBCI_IA Serviceguard package is present 
on cutst128. 

DBCI_IA active on 
cutst128 ? 

OTHER 
resources

OTHER active policy c03.sap.instance 
resources

c03.sap.instance active 
policy 

No 7 Owns_7-Max_14 1 Owns_1-
Max_Remaining 

Yes 1 Owns_1-
Max_Remaining 

7 Owns_7-Max_14 

To get this behavior, use gWLM’s conditional policies with changes triggered by the presence of the 
Serviceguard package DBCI_IA. 

Owns_7-Max_14 is not a gWLM-provided policy, so we will walk through creating that policy before 
using it. 

Walkthrough
Use cmviewcl or the SGMgr GUI to confirm which package name corresponds to your target SAP 
system or instance. In our case, the instance is C03 and the Serviceguard package is DBCI_IA. 
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Creating the policy
In this example, we need a policy that owns 7 cores. None of the gWLM-provided policies meet that 
requirement, so we will create it. We’ll also create a policy for the OTHER workload. Then, in step 3 
of the SRD creation wizard, we’ll be able to just choose our policies from the list of policies. 

First, select Policy->Create gWLM Policy and create a new Owns_7-Max_14 policy with the 
settings shown in the next figure.
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Now we create a conditional policy to attach to the workload. This conditional policy is really a 
container holding two (or more) policies and a description of what condition should cause gWLM to 
switch between them. 

You can see we’ve chosen to have the default policy be Owns_1-Max_Remaining (a new policy 
named for the policy owned setting), but if the package is present, switch to policy Owns_7-Max_14
(which unsurprisingly has a policy setting of owned equal to 7 cores). 

Now let’s create the opposite policy for OTHER. 
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Note this one has Owns_7-Max_14 as the default, but if the package is active it shrinks to 
Owns_1-Max_Remaining. 

Creating the SRD
Now let’s create our SRD to use those policies. 

Select the target system on the System tab, and then select Create->Shared Resource Domain.
(Starting with gWLM 4.0, the System tab is known as the Visualization tab.)
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In step 2 of the wizard, change the mode to Managed.

In step 3 of the wizard, select fss and use Add until you have two fss workloads. Assign the policies 
you created previously as shown in the next figure.

Click OK to continue.
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Confirm your sizes in step 4. Click Finish.

You’ll then be placed in the SRD monitoring screen. The package is not failed over to cutst128, so the 
Owns_7-Max_14 policy is active for the cutst128.OTHER workload. 
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When we use the Serviceguard manager to move the package off this system, we see the policy 
assignments change to match the new condition. Now the DBCI_IA package is active on the cutst128 
system, and the policy Owns_1-Max_Remaining is active for the cutst128.OTHER workload, as shown 
in the next figure.

Viewing the real-time graph (by clicking the CPU Utilization bar), you can see in this figure that 
gWLM marks the graph showing which time periods had which policy active.
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Ideas for extending this use case
Other Serviceguard conditions
The trigger for our example here is the presence of a given Serviceguard package. An alternative 
condition would be to trigger such a policy change if the Serviceguard cluster has reduced cluster 
capacity. For applications that run on multiple nodes at once, triggering off reduced capacity may 
make more sense than package presence. 

TiCAP
Also, if Temporary Instance Capacity (TiCAP) is available on your system, you may wish to allow it if 
and only if you’re using the Serviceguard failover policy. 

Here is a similar set of screens for policy definitions, but these show TiCAP enabled for the 
Owns_7-Max_14 policy, and then the conditional policy uses that as well.
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The next figure shows the conditional policy.

Such an arrangement allows automatic consumption of TiCAP during failover, but disables it when the 
package is moved off this system, presumably back onto its primary system. 

Example 4: SAP separating batch and dialog processes
SAP instances can have different types of work, such as batch or dialog, and a given set of processes 
from the instances assigned to handle these types of work. However, from the operating system level 
with tools like ps, it is not possible to know which processes are handling batch, for instance. 

To separate these into different workloads in this example, we use SGeSAP’s ability to query SAP 
directly and produce a map of process function, like batch (BTC) to operating system process ID (PID). 
That PID list is then collected with a procmap and returned to the local gwlmagent. Those processes 
are then moved into the correct workloads so their collective resources can be controlled. 

Prerequisites
As with the previous example, we use gWLM-provided policies for this example. For illustration, we 
want dialog processes to own 4 cores (of 8 total), batch to own 3, and OTHER, which includes the 
Oracle instance, to own 1 core. In a real environment, these policy values would likely be different 
based on SAP administrator knowledge or Capacity Advisor runs against historical data. 

For process placement, we’ll illustrate the use of the wlmsapmap procmap tool from the WLM 
Toolkits. This depends on functionality of SGeSAP, so you will need Serviceguard and Serviceguard 
Extensions for SAP installed and configured. Also, the wlmsapmap tool itself comes in WLM Toolkits, 
so that (no-cost) bundle needs to be installed on the managed node. You can obtain the WLM Toolkits 
bundle at http://software.hp.com. 

For instructions on using SGeSAP to produce the process map file needed by wlmsapmap, see the 
document Managing Serviceguard Extension for SAP, available from http://docs.hp.com. Search the 
file for “procmap.”
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Walkthrough
This example uses a procmap to identify which SAP processes are batch and which are dialog, and 
separately place them in different gWLM workloads. To do that, there is some additional setup before 
we can define our SRD and workloads. 

Confirming SGeSAP is categorizing processes
To confirm that SGeSAP tools are producing a list of PIDs, check for the existence of a map file for 
your instance. For our example instance C03, this means: 

root@cutst125:/tmp ls /etc/cmcluster/C03/wlmprocmap.*
/etc/cmcluster/C03/wlmprocmap.C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
/etc/cmcluster/C03/wlmprocmap.C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst128

Then check the contents of those files to confirm the PIDs listed do indeed map to SAP processes. 

Example to check that the first PID listed is an SAP process: 

root@cutst125:/tmp cat 
/etc/cmcluster/C03/wlmprocmap.C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
DIA:7926
DIA:7927
DIA:7928
DIA:7929
DIA:7930
DIA:7931
UPD:7932
UPD:7937
UPD:7952
UPD:7953
UPD:7954
BTC:7956
BTC:7961
SPO:7962
UP2:7966
UP2:7980
root@cutst125:/tmp ps -ef | grep 7926 | grep -v grep
c03adm  7926  7919  0 20:45:43 ?         1:08 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125

Creating the procmap and the procmap-based workload
Now we will create small procmap scripts that will execute the wlmsapmap tool against the mapfile 
and return just batch or dialog PIDs: 

root@cutst125:/tmp cd /etc/opt/vse/scripts/
root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts cat > dialog.C03_DVEBMGS00
#!/bin/sh
/opt/wlm/toolkits/sap/bin/wlmsapmap \

 -f /etc/cmcluster/C03/wlmprocmap.C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125 -t DIA
root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts
root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts chmod 0755 ./dialog.C03_DVEBMGS00

root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts ./dialog.C03_DVEBMGS00
28095 28096 28097 28098 28101 28102

root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts cat > 
/etc/opt/vse/scripts/batch.C03_DVEBMGS00
#!/bin/sh
/opt/wlm/toolkits/sap/bin/wlmsapmap \

 -f /etc/cmcluster/C03/wlmprocmap.C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125 -t BTC
root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts chmod 0755  
/etc/opt/vse/scripts/batch.C03_DVEBMGS00
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Now that we have the two scripts with correct permissions, let’s test them: 

root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts 
/etc/opt/vse/scripts/batch.C03_DVEBMGS00
7956 7961
root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts echo $?
0
root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts grep BTC 
/etc/cmcluster/C03/wlmprocmap.C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
BTC:7956
BTC:7961

and dialog: 

root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts 
/etc/opt/vse/scripts//dialog.C03_DVEBMGS00
7926 7927 7928 7929 7930 7931
root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts echo $?
0
root@cutst125:/etc/opt/vse/scripts grep DIA 
/etc/cmcluster/C03/wlmprocmap.C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
DIA:7926
DIA:7927
DIA:7928
DIA:7929
DIA:7930
DIA:7931

We confirmed the lists match so now we define gWLM workloads that can consume this procmap 
output. 

Creating the SRD
For this SRD, we select our system cutst125 and create two new workloads for batch and dialog
processes. We’ll leave all other processes like Oracle instance processes in cutst125.OTHER. 

We follow the normal steps to create the SRD by selecting our target system, cutst125, in the System 
tab and then selecting Create->Shared Resource Domain. (Starting with gWLM 4.0, the System 
tab is known as the Visualization tab.)
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We are placed in step 1 of the wizard. Click Next.

We then choose a name and change the mode to Managed.
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Now we select fss as workload type and use Add to get two named workloads plus the default 
OTHER workload. For the second workload, choose New... and create a new workload definition 
for batch processes like the one in the following figure. gWLM expects the process map to be in the 
/etc/opt/vse/scripts directory, so you only have to enter the file name; no path is needed.

When you return to step 3 of the wizard, choose New… again to create a new workload definition 
for dialog processes. The next figure shows what that workload definition looks like.
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After creating that workload, we are back in step 3, which will look similar to the next screen.

Once the two new workload definitions are built, assigned, and we’ve chosen policies to match our 
desired 4/3/1 split, we continue, completing step 4 of the wizard. 
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Select Finish, and you’ll be placed in the SRD monitoring screen.

If you see any ‘Uncleared gWLM Events’ in the SRD monitoring screen, check the event contents and 
the gwlmagent log file to confirm you have no typos in your procmap script, the permissions are 
correct, and the script is exiting with a 0 exit code. The scripts are re-executed every interval (15 
seconds in this example), so if there are any problems, fix your scripts, clear the events, and see if 
any new events are generated to confirm your fix worked. 

Confirming process placement and monitoring resources
Let’s now confirm that the processes listed by our procmap are indeed being placed into the target 
workloads. 

Here is the list the procmap marked: 

root@cutst125:/tmp /etc/opt/vse/scripts/dialog.C03_DVEBMGS00
7926 7927 7928 7929 7930 7931

and here is the list of processes that are really in the fss workload named c03.dialog: 

root@cutst125:/tmp ps -fR c03.dialog
UID   PID  PPID  C    STIME TTY       TIME COMMAND

c03adm  7931  7919  0 20:45:43 ?         0:00 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 
pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
c03adm  7930  7919  0 20:45:43 ?         0:00 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
c03adm  7929  7919  0 20:45:43 ?         0:01 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
c03adm  7928  7919  0 20:45:43 ?  0:05 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
c03adm  7927  7919  0 20:45:43 ?         0:05 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
c03adm  7926  7919  0 20:45:43 ?         1:11 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
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Repeat for the other procmap: 

root@cutst125:/tmp /etc/opt/vse/scripts/batch.C03_DVEBMGS00
7956 7961
root@cutst125:/tmp ps -fR c03.batch

UID   PID  PPID  C    STIME TTY       TIME COMMAND
c03adm  7961  7919  0 20:45:47 ?         0:00 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125
c03adm  7956  7919  0 20:45:47 ?         0:00 dw.sapC03_DVEBMGS00 

pf=/usr/sap/C03/SYS/profile/C03_DVEBMGS00_cutst125

If, during normal SAP work, these lists change, SGeSAP will update the map file and the procmap will 
run shortly afterwards, causing gWLM to move the process to the workload reflecting the new function 
of the process. 

Ideas for extending this use case
You might wish to separate just batch processes from the instance, leaving dialog processes in 
cutst125.OTHER. Alternatively, you may wish to create named fss workload for more processes like 
Oracle or other SAP instances. 

Tips for using other VSE tools with SAP

Using Application Discovery with SAP for process placement and 
monitoring 
For simplicity, most of our gWLM examples above used gWLM’s “by user” process placement. The 
exception, the special batch vs. dialog case, required the “by procmap” methods of separating and 
placing processes into fss or pset workloads. However, there is another tool in the VSE suite that will 
be useful for many administrators. 

VSE 3.0.1 includes Application Discovery, which has additional capabilities to find, group, and place 
processes for more complex cases. You can form a workload template to do regular expression 
matching against the ps list to include or exclude particular processes in a workload. Optionally, you 
can then have gWLM form a workload “by application” to take that group of processes and place 
them in a new fss or pset workload. 
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For example, here is a view of an example system cutst125 in Application Discovery showing the 
workloads that Application Discovery has matched using factory-supplied templates.

Note that at the bottom of the listing, processes that Application Discovery could not match are listed 
to help you confirm your process placement and template definitions are what you expected. 

Here is a list of the various factory templates supplied with Application Discovery 3.0.1. You can see 
several of these may be useful to SAP administrators. 
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However, before blindly employing these templates, complete some testing to make sure the list of 
processes they match is correct for your system. If you have binaries running from a different path or 
start script, you may need to clone the factory template and edit your copy to tweak paths or names 
slightly. 

To see what is being matched, below are the template definitions for a few of the factory-supplied 
items, first for Oracle related processes.

Here are the items for the Oracle listener process.
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The next screen shows example SAP related templates.

This screen shows one that matches a particular SAP system and instance.

In each of these you can see the Rules section that defines what will be matched. See the Application 
Discovery User’s Guide or online help for a full description of how rules are composed and executed. 

You can use the factory-supplied templates or define your own templates. Using the factory templates 
as examples to craft your own templates may be very useful if you have a mix of standard SAP 
processes and custom scripts or tools running. 
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Here’s an example of using one of the templates in a gWLM workload definition, to assign an Oracle 
instance and listener to a particular workload. This would be in place of, or perhaps in addition to 
“by user” and “by executable” rules for the workload. 

Reporting
gWLM Historical and Advanced Reports
In the gWLM examples above, the discussion described setting up and monitoring in real time the 
behavior immediately after configuration. However, after the workloads have been running for days, 
weeks or months, gWLM’s historical reports to view allocation and consumption in the past will be 
useful. Also, many administrators will find the gWLM advanced reports to be useful for:

• Confirming a workload had its owned resource available to it when needed (resource audit) 
• Comparing and contrasting different workloads’ resources net borrowing and lending 

(topborrowers) 
• Triaging workload performance problems to understand if a workload slowdown is an application 

or resource shortfall problem (abnormal util) 
• Viewing SRD, workload, or other administrative changes (config) 
• Exporting historical data to other tools (extract) 

Capacity Advisor
All the use cases reviewed above are fully compatible with the use of Capacity Advisor, and you 
could use standard Capacity Advisor practices to report on workloads’ utilization. In fact, with 
Capacity Advisor’s Serviceguard integration, the Serviceguard failover use case will allow Capacity 
Advisor to track the work of the package and stitch an uninterrupted utilization profile together no 
matter which cluster node it ran on. While this is a built-in feature, it will make future planning 
activities based on the package workload much more accurate than measurements at just the vpar 
level. Similarly, because the correct batch or dialog processes are placed in separate workloads in 
the last use case example, future Capacity Advisor planning will be able to more accurately plan 
needed capacity for batch and/or dialog workload behavior. 
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Conclusion
The VSE tool set provides a variety of benefits to SAP workloads: 

• Ability to match resources with SAP workloads that need it, while keeping resource allocations in 
line with business objectives 

• Ability to quickly visualize and manage resources across many SAP systems and instances 
• Ability to adapt resource allocations to high availability events such as Serviceguard failovers 
• Ability to do advanced pattern matching of processes to monitor or control the multitude of SAP 

processes 



For more information 
High-level product information:
• VSE – www.hp.com/go/vse
• Serviceguard – www.hp.com/go/serviceguard

Technical documentation:
• VSE – www.docs.hp.com/en/vse.html
• Serviceguard – www.docs.hp.com/en/ha.html
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